Siber Ink, founded in 2000, is a niche publisher of law, tax and business materials for the professional and business markets in South Africa. Our materials are current and top quality to equip people to be more effective in their work.
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Corporate Governance
4ed
Tom Wixley & Geoff Everingham

Outline
Companies, whether public, private or state owned, their directors and officers, their shareholders and the public are all affected by changes to corporate governance codes, company legislation and regulations.

The fourth edition of Corporate Governance – now established as the leading South African work on the subject – will continue to inform on all aspects of corporate governance, while keeping readers up to date with the latest changes and developments.

Key additions to the new edition are chapters on types of entities, and a comparison of local and international practice.

About the Authors
Tom Wixley is a Chartered Accountant (SA) who spent 41 years with Ernst & Young including 10 as chairman. Since he retired from accounting practice in 2001 he has served on the boards of some of South Africa's largest companies including Anglo Platinum, where he was deputy chairman, and Sasol. He has participated in several professional committees on accounting standards, education and corporate law and consults on matters of corporate governance.

Geoff Everingham is Emeritus Professor of Accounting at the University of Cape Town. A well known author of numerous books and articles on accounting practice, he is a past chairman of the Accounting Practices Committee and member of the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors. Geoff is a director of companies in the healthcare, construction, and financial services industries and a former director of Transnet.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-81-6
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-82-3
Price: R398.00
Publication Date: November 2015

Target Market: Directors, company secretaries and managers of listed and unlisted companies, investors and legal advisors, executives and office bearers of businesses and NGOs.
Outline
The 4th edition of CCMA: A Commentary on the Rules updates the CCMA Rules and Guidelines, which were amended with effect from 1 April 2015. A body of Labour Court jurisprudence is finally emerging on the interpretation of the CCMA rules, which has required some of the amendments. Others arise from recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act, and the rest are aimed at greater efficiency.

The upcoming edition sees this work becoming more of a legal text for practitioners, with reference to legal precedents. At the same time it sticks to its original intent, to be a handbook for the person in the street who wants to use the CCMA.

Endorsement
“Peter Kantor's guide to procedure in the CCMA, will be an invaluable resource to all those who, in one way or another, find themselves engaged in proceedings before that body. The text incorporates the very latest amendments to the CCMA Rules.”
André van Niekerk - Judge of the Labour Court

About the Author
Peter Kantor holds a BCom and an LLB (1984) and an Advanced Diploma in Labour Law (1990) from the University of Cape Town. Formerly a director of a Cape Town firm of attorneys, where he specialised in labour law, he now practices as an advocate and runs a legal consultancy, Kantor Legal Services CC, in Cape Town, specialising in labour, environmental and constitutional law. He is also the chairperson of the Environmental Law Association of SA, on the Board of the Cape Town Heritage Trust, and chair of the Board of Governors of Rondebosch Boys’ High School.

Book Specifications
Price: R250.00
Publication Date: November 2015

Target Market: Human resources managers and officers, legal practitioners union officials, line managers, small business, industrial relations professionals, students of labour law, and individuals who need to go to the CCMA.
The Practitioner’s Guide To Medical Malpractice In South African Law
Ian Dutton

Outline
The significant increase in medical malpractice litigation, both here in South Africa and internationally, looks set to continue. As a result medical malpractice law is an increasingly specialised area for both medical and legal practitioners. This timely publication, unique in its scope, is a must-have for anyone working in these areas.

The purpose of this book is to set out the fundamental principles governing the law of medical malpractice in clear and understandable terms, so that those principles can be applied in daily practice.

The intersection of the fields of medicine and the law produces formidable challenges. For the lawyer, the applicable legal principles and issues are as intellectually and professionally demanding as encountered in any field of the law. For the medical practitioner, there is at present an obstructive uncertainty and anxiety about the legal rules which apply, and the health professions accordingly feel under siege.

This book addresses these issues clearly and comprehensively.

About the Author
Ian Dutton has practised both as an attorney and as an advocate for over twenty years. He has had a career-long professional interest and expertise in medical law. He has been involved in a number of reported and ground-breaking South African medical law cases, and is currently extending his interests to international medical law through an LLM in Medical Law and Ethics from the University of Edinburgh.

Ian is the chairperson of the KZN branch of the South African Medico Legal Society and has appeared on Carte Blanche as a specialist in his field.

Book Specifications
ISBN epub: 978-1-920025-94-6
Price R398.00 ♦ 245 x 168mm ♦ 152pp
Publication Date: June 2015

Target market: Lawyers, Insurance Companies, Medical Professionals, Medical Administrators.
Contested Intimacies: Sexuality, Gender and the Law in Africa
Derrick Higginbotham & Victoria Collis-Buthelezi

Outline
A timely collection of essays, *Contested Intimacies* offers five unique analyses of the ways that sexuality, gender, and the law interact in eastern and southern African countries, primarily Uganda and South Africa. The authors argue strenuously for social critiques of the law that attend to the intricate intersections between different aspects of identity, whether class, race, national identity, within national, continental, and global debates about the status of gender and sexual minorities. In one way or another, all of the essays in this book also name patriarchy and its interest in validating heteronormative bonds as the chief motivation for anti-homosexuality and ‘decency’ laws in Africa. With such incisive research,

*Contested Intimacies* creates a critical space in which feminists and LGBTI communities, along with their allies, can forge new strategies in the effort to create a more just world, whether at the level of immediate locality, nation, or the continent.

Siber Ink Publishers are proud to have collaborated with The International Academic Programmes Office (IAPO) and The Centre for African Studies (CAS), both at UCT, to make this publication possible.

About the Authors
Derrick Higginbotham is a lecturer in the Department of English at the University of Cape Town, and he obtained his PhD in English from Columbia University, New York.

Victoria Collis-Buthelezi is a Lecturer in the Department of English at the University of Cape Town. She received her PhD in the Department of English and the Institute of Comparative Literature and Society at Columbia University.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-928309-00-0
ISBN ebook: 978-1-928309-01-7
Price R198.00 • 245 x 168mm • 110pp
Publication Date: May 2015

Target market: Libraries, Academics, Policy makers and shapers, Gender & LGBTI activists.
The recent introduction of the Consumer Protection Act has revolutionised consumer rights in South Africa. It also fundamentally altered the way in which businesses are required to treat their clients, imposing a new set of obligations – or at least a formalised set of responsibilities – that had been easily circumnavigated or simply ignored before. Marketing campaigns, returns policies, terms and conditions, quality issues, and a host of business practices had to be reviewed and reappraised. Some businesses have done this, while many blithely continue as if nothing has changed, little appreciating the risks of non-compliance and – perhaps more importantly – failing to appreciate that treating consumers fairly is simply a sound business practice.

This new work provides a comprehensive overview of consumer law – not just the Act – in a way that follows the typical structure of consumer transactions. It serves to guide, educate and enlighten the professional, the business person and the consumer alike. No business or professional adviser should be without it. Written by a leading specialist in the field, it is simple, clear, comprehensive, authoritative and accessible.

About the Author
Elizabeth de Stadler (BA, LLB (Stell)) is an attorney specialising in the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (“the CPA”) and consumer law generally. She graduated from the University of Stellenbosch in 2005, completed her articles and practised as an attorney in Johannesburg. She is currently enrolled for an LLM at the University of Cape Town. She conducts regular workshops and training sessions on the CPA. She is also the co-author of a consumer law textbook (Juta Law), a contributor to the 2nd of The Law of Contract in South Africa (Oxford University Press) and is the editor of the monthly Consumer Law Review (Juta Law).

Book Specifications
R350 ♦ 245 x 168mm ♦ 208pp ♦ 2013

Target Market: All business owners, Financial Directors, CEOs, Directors, Company Secretaries, Directors, Business Advisors, Lawyers, Accountants, Tax practitioners.
Outline
From 1 May 2011 company law in South Africa was dramatically altered: the 1973 Act which had governed companies for the life-times of most business people and lawyers in South Africa was replaced by the Companies Act of 2008, as amended in March 2011. A new era of company law dawned, and with it a host of new concepts, rights, remedies, obligations, procedures and sanctions were introduced. These fundamentally affect the way that every business operates and the advice and practice of every lawyer, accountant or other professional adviser. This book, the first to cover the new Act and the new regulations, provides the hand-holding, the insight, and the understanding that business and their advisers require in order not to be wrong-footed by the new regime.

Endorsement
“Carl Stein has done a splendid job in his description and analysis of the new Act, precisely because of his ability to explain the basis upon which the Act has been built. Mr Stein provides practical guidance as to the ramifications of each component of the Act and the accompanying regulations which have to date received no attention.”

Dennis Davis, Judge President, Competition Appeal Court

About the Authors
Carl Stein is a partner at Bowman Gilfillan in Johannesburg where he specialises in corporate, M&A and securities law. He is also a non-executive director of various listed companies. He acted as the lead corporate counsel for Telkom SA Ltd when it listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

Geoff Everingham is one of South Africa’s pre-eminent academic accountants who has authored on Company law, Accountancy, and Corporate Governance as well as being a company director.

Book Specifications
R495 ◆ 247 x 171mm ◆ 484pp ◆ 2011

Target Market: All business owners, Financial Directors, CEOs, Directors, Company Secretaries, Directors, Business Advisors, Lawyers, Accountants, Tax practitioners, students of law and commerce.
Understanding Company Financial Statements

2nd
Geoff Everingham

Outline
Frequent examples and references to the annual reports of listed companies are employed to clarify points. This book is directly relevant to a wide spectrum of professionals, including company directors, managers, lawyers, aspirant managers and entrepreneurs, as it explains the real significance of figures in financial statements in highly accessible language.

Special Features
• Up to date in terms of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
• Contains updated examples from the financial statements of listed companies.
• The MUST KNOW boxes provide a valuable quick-reference to and oversight of the contents of the topic.

Endorsements
“The ability to read, understand and interpret financial statements is by far the most important competence that anyone in a position of authority must have...”
Professor Wiseman Nkuhlu Former Economic Advisor to the President — (From the Foreword to the first edition)

“What you must know about Understanding Company Accounts is both authoritative and readable. Non-accountants will find that the book is clearly written and helpful to gaining an understanding of what company accounts say and what they omit.”
Tom Wixley, former chairman of Ernst & Young, South Africa.

About the Author
Geoff Everingham is Emeritus Professor of Accounting at the University of Cape Town and is a well known author of numerous books and articles on accounting practice.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-16-8
R230 • 247 x 171mm • 178pp • 2008

Target Market: all who work in or with, or invest in, business: be they owners, managers, directors, professional advisors (like lawyers), union officials, consultants or service providers, or students of business.
ENVIRONMENT

Wild Law
2ed
Cormac Cullinan
with a Foreword by Thomas Berry

Outline
Wild Law weaves politics, legal theory, quantum physics and ancient wisdom into a fascinating and inspiring story about how to rediscover a viable role for the human species within the Earth community. This ground-breaking book has been seminal in inspiring the global movement to recognise rights for Nature – a movement destined to shape the 21st Century as significantly as the human rights movements shaped the 20th Century. Wild Law reveals how the governance systems of contemporary civilisations legitimise and promote the disastrous exploitation and destruction of Earth and why an Earth-centred approach is essential to address climate change and the accelerating degradation of the ecological systems on which we depend. This revised 2ed includes a new preface, postscript and the Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth proclaimed on 22nd April 2010 by the People’s World Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother Earth.

Endorsements
“This book explains with great clarity how we can change our entire approach to governance so that we can continue life on a liveable planet. In its basic outlines this book is one of the finest contributions to the entire field of jurisprudence in recent times.”
Thomas Berry, author of The Dream of the Earth, The Universe Story and The Great Work.

“This wild law is to law what quantum physics is to physics”
Alessandro Pelizzon, Earth Law, Australia

About the Author
Cormac Cullinan is a practising environmental attorney, governance expert and author based in Cape Town. In 2008 he was included in Planet Savers: 301 Extraordinary Environmentalists, a book that profiles leading environmentalists throughout history. He led the drafting of the Universal Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth.

Book Specifications
R248 ♦ 215 x 135mm ♦ 224pp ♦ 2011

Target Market: Readers, thinkers, law and policy makers, lawyers, environmentalists, philosophers.
Labour Law Rules! is a book designed primarily as an introductory text for students encountering labour law for the first time, whether their goal is a law degree or some other discipline involving a basic knowledge of the labour relations regulatory regime in South Africa.

In the past two years, since publication of the first edition of Labour Law Rules!, some significant events took place which impacted on labour law, resulting in a number of changes proposed to reform labour law.

The new edition of Labour Law Rules! aims to lay a sound and up to date foundation of basic labour law rules which will enable students to be empowered to assist in shaping the future working environment and laws of the country.

**Endorsement**

As a teacher and practical user of labour law in my policy and professional work, I am delighted to endorse and recommend this book. I have no doubt that all readers will enjoy using it and find it practical and helpful.

Evance Kalula, Professor & Director of International Academic Programmes Office & Confucius Institute, UCT

**About the Authors**

Marié McGregor BLC (cum laude), LLB, LLM. AIPSA Dip, LLD; Adriette Dekker BLC (cum laude), LLB, Advanced Diploma in Labour Law, LLM, LLD; Mpfariseni Budeli LLB, LLM (cum laude), PhD; Wilhelmina Germishuys LLB, LLM, Certificate in Advanced Labour Law; Ernest Manamela LLB, LLM; Tukishi Manamela LLB, LLM; Clarence Tshoose LLB, LLM

**Book Specifications**

ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-96-0
R350 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 290pp ♦ 2014

Target market: Students encountering labour law for the first time, whether studying law, commerce, industrial relations or any related field. HR professionals, Trade Unionists and others requiring an oversight of labour law.
Labour Relations for Shop Stewards
Chris Hickley

Outline
Labour relations and law at a basic level are an extremely important part of the knowledge-set of any competent shop steward, but most books written on the subject are aimed at a different market, and in language, complexity and bias are not suited for easy consumption by shop stewards.

Labour Relations for Shop Stewards provides the basic knowledge that a shop steward requires to be adequately informed about key labour relations principles and issues.

About the Author
Chris Hickley has extensive experience as a shop steward and as a negotiator. He has a Masters degree in labour law from the University of Cape Town. Chris was a full-time shop steward and a national as well as a provincial negotiator for the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union (POPCRU) and was also the senior shop steward and the national negotiator for the Chemical Workers Industrial Union (CWIU). Additionally he has extensive experience from across the table having been a labour relations manager for a number of years in various government departments.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-60-1
R248 ♦ 210 x 148 mm ♦ 484pp ♦ 2012

Target Market: Shop stewards, Union officials and anyone interested in worker’s rights and how to maintain and protect these rights.
Outline
This book offers the uncommon combination of heavyweight opinions backed by authority and experience with a rare accessibility and lucidity, and is used by legal and non-legal audiences alike. The book has established itself as a leader in accessible information on the BCEA. The legislative constraints on the employment relationship as laid down (mainly by the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, or BCEA) are clearly and logically set out, as are the areas in which employer and employee are free to bargain unfettered by legislative intervention.

The MUST KNOW boxes in the book provide a valuable quick-reference to and oversight of the contents of the topic.

Endorsement
“With the recent sweeping changes in labour legislation and quick pace of developments in case law, the need for a concise and practical guide to employment law in the workplace has never been greater. This book meets that need. It is clearly structured for easy use and is fully up to date. Evance Kalula, Professor and Director, Institute of Development and Labour Law, University of Cape Town

About the Authors
Chris Todd is a partner at Bowman Gilfillan Inc. He provides advice on all aspects of employment contracts, collective bargaining disputes, and strikes and lock-outs, as well as the employment implications of corporate transactions.

Talita Laubscher is a partner at Bowman Gilfillan Inc and has practiced employment law since 2001. She advises on all aspects of employment law, and is particularly interested in issues of discrimination, sexual harassment and HIV in employment.

Book Specifications
R230 ♦ 247 X 171mm ♦ 199pp ♦ 2008

Target Market: IR professionals, Human Resources managers and officers, union officials, line managers, students of labour law, non-labour-specialist lawyers, managers, directors, employers, employees, small business enterprises, farmers.
Labour Arbitration
2ed
Barney Jordaan, Peter Kantor & Craig Bosch

Outline
This highly acclaimed guide, first published in 2002, has been thoroughly revised and updated. Practical advice on all stages of arbitration, from the pre-arbitration stage to the issuing of the award are covered as well as the basic legal principles concerning disputes over alleged unfair dismissal, the basics of the law of evidence and how to prepare for and present a case at arbitration. In addition to this there are sections on the pitfalls of the law of evidence, applications for condonation and reviews and a discussion on unfair labour practice arbitrations.

Special Features
Kantor’s updated treatment of the CCMA rules has been included, with commentary and rules for the conduct of proceedings before the CCMA.

Endorsements
"The new, expanded edition will prove to be even more invaluable for arbitrators and practitioners alike. It is written in plain English and contains practical advice on all stages of arbitration...No labour law practitioner or trade union representative should be without this book."
Judge Anton Steenkamp, Judge of the Labour Court

About the Authors
Barney Jordaan is a director and co-founder of Maserumule Consulting, a leading firm of employment relations, employment law and organisational growth specialists. He is as a senior arbitrator and mediator, certified by the International Mediation Institute in The Hague.

Peter Kantor runs a legal consultancy, Kantor Legal Services CC, and also practises as an advocate of the High Court of South Africa and is Chairman of the Environmental Law Association of South Africa.

Craig Bosch is a mediator, arbitrator and research associate Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Faculty of Law, guest lecturer and part-time senior commissioner at the CCMA.

Book Specifications
R348 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 316pp ♦ 2011

Target Market: Labour Lawyers, HR or IR managers, Trade union officials, businesses and CCMA commissioners, or representatives to a labour dispute.
Unfair Dismissal
4ed
André van Niekerk

Outline
This guide, now in its fourth edition, explains the law with authority and in plain language. A practical book for trade unionists and employer representatives (and their legal representatives), HR practitioners and law students. Thoroughly updated, this edition refers more fully than before to key judgments by the Labour Courts, to illustrate important interpretations of the legislation. It includes discussion on key judgments by the Constitutional Courts.

Special Features
The author answers the following questions:
• Who is an employee?
• What is a dismissal?
• What are the requirements for a fair dismissal?
• What are employers’ and employees’ respective rights and obligations?
• If I have been unfairly dismissed what procedures do I follow, and what are my remedies?

Endorsements
“Employers and employees who understand the English language will be able to pick up this book, read it and understand it because it is written in simple language…this is where the importance of this book lies.”
R M M Zondo, Judge President, Labour Appeal Court and Labour Court (From the Foreword)

“This is an excellent book. It is well written, well organized, and above all practical. No trade unionist, human resources practitioner or labour lawyer, for that matter, should do without it.”
Professor Halton Cheadle

About the Author
André van Niekerk is currently a judge of the Labour Court, he was a legal advisor to the Anglo American Corporation and was a member of the team that drafted the Labour Relations Act 1995, and the Labour Relations Amendment Bill 2000.

Book Specifications
R230 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 192pp ♦ 2008

Target Market: Employers, Employees (and their legal representatives), lawyers, law students and HR & IR practitioners.
Mediation in Family & Divorce Disputes

John O’Leary

Outline

Mediation in Family & Divorce Disputes is intended as a handbook for mediators and clients who are involved with family and divorce disputes. It distills 20 years’ of priceless experience into a succinct and lucid handbook that will be invaluable to attorneys, mediators, social workers, pastors, psychologists and parties to disputes, helping clients to decide whether they would like to try to resolve their dispute through mediation and professionals to reflect on the fundamental principles and practical applications of their work.

For mediators the book sets out to provide practical and theoretical guidelines for their work. The book is also designed to be of use to those who have recently been trained as mediators or will soon be trained, as it complements the material usually presented in such training.

For clients it explains what they can expect in the mediation process, tips as to what to look for in a mediator and what they can do to prepare for their mediation in order to get the most out of the process.

About the Author

John O’Leary obtained an MA at UCT, and an LLB degree through UNISA and has been in practice as an attorney in Cape Town since 1993. He has a special interest in conflict resolution and mediation, particularly in commercial, family and labour disputes. He is accredited as a mediator by CEDR (UK), and is a panelist for TOKISO, Equillore and the Africa Centre for Dispute Settlement.

He is also a member of the Family Mediators’ Association of the Cape (FAMAC) and the National Accreditation Board for Family Mediators (NABFAM) and serves on the provincial and national Law Society standing committees on Alternate Dispute Resolution. He regularly trains mediators from a variety of professional backgrounds.

Book Specifications

ISBN: 978-1-920025-56-4
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-57-1
R240 ♦ 245 x 168 mm ♦ 96pp ♦ 2014

Target Market: Lawyers, Mediators, Family Court representatives, Counsellors.
A Simple Guide to South African Family Law
Nthabiseng Monareng

Outline
A book that covers those aspects of family law most likely to affect the lives of ordinary people. It provides a “legal map” for individuals entering into – and terminating – marriages, civil unions and other domestic relationships; dealing with the children born of these relationships; coping with the difficulties of enforcing child and family support obligations; having to face the sad reality of the domestic violence which continues to plague our society; and making arrangements to distribute property after death.

Endorsements
“...a publication as timely as it is admirable. In easily readable, clear and accessible language, the author sets out the South African legal framework governing the different forms of family and personal relationships that exist in our multi-cultural society. “
B J van Heerden, Judge of the Supreme Court of Appeal

“A Simple Guide to South African Family Law is a very informative book. I had the luck to share it with my listeners at Ukhozi FM and they still ask me ‘Where is Nthabiseng, the family law expert?’ It is easy to read and understand, so it reaches all people, including those who do not understand English. Great Book. Congratulations, ousie Nthabiseng!”
Vusizwe Langa, SABC

About the Author
Nthabiseng Monareng has a passion for family law and in particular for the empowerment of ordinary people in this area of law that affects every citizen. Her extensive knowledge of the field arises from experience both in practice and as a researcher at UNISA as well as the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-26-7
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-26-7
R120 ♦ 200 x 130mm ♦ 102pp ♦ 2008

Target Market: Advice offices, Family courts, Counsellors, Mediators, Pastors, Newlyweds, Separating couples, Divorces, Students, Single parents, Singles considering getting into relationships, Co-habiting couples, In short – everyone!
ESTATE PLANNING

The Drafting of Wills
Ceris Field

Outline
There is no room for error in the drafting of Wills because when a Will comes into effect the testator is not present to revise, amend, interpret or give instructions as to his intentions. This places a special onus on the drafter to be linguistically precise and technically correct. Failure to adhere to the minutiae of the technicalities and legalities have led to many a family dispute, costly litigation, and delays in the winding up of estates, causing both emotional and financial hardship to the family of the deceased.

This practical guide, written by a specialist in the drafting of wills, covers all the processes, considerations and technicalities involved in correct and sound drafting of wills, covering details that are vital to good testamentary practice. It is essential reading and reference for all professionals involved in the drafting of wills and in the administration of deceased estates.

The book is based on the latest developments in the law and recent judgments pertaining to Wills. As both a practitioner and lecturer in the field of deceased estates, Ceris Field brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the subject of drafting of Wills.

About the Author
Ceris Field is a practising attorney, notary and conveyancer with 25 years of experience. For the past 15 years she has specialised in the administration of deceased estates and in the drafting of wills and trusts.

Ceris is currently the chairperson of the Cape Law Society specialist committee on Wills, Estates and Trusts, and is a member of the national Law Society of South Africa Wills, Estates and Trusts Committee.

In addition to practising law, Ceris lectures and presents seminars part-time for LSSA LEAD.

Book Specifications
R380 ♦ 245 x 168mm ♦ 238pp ♦ 2013

Target Market: Lawyers, accountants, tax advisers, bankers and insurers.
International Tax: A South African Perspective 2011
5ed
Lynette Olivier & Michael Honiball

Outline
This book is not merely a new edition, but a complete and significantly expanded rewrite. It comprises over 900 pages of expert and in-depth exposition of this complex subject that has become so important in the modern global economy. Already established over four previous editions as the pre-eminent work on the subject it is a 'must-own book' for all students and practitioners of tax, whether from a legal, business or accounting perspective. Professor Lynette Olivier and Michael Honiball are without peer in their understanding and clarity in this highly specialised field.

Endorsements
"I commend the authors on an excellent work. This book is an indispensable addition to the library of tax practitioners and tax students. The authors give their readers the benefit of thorough research, comparative analysis and substantial practical experience. The result is a work that does not merely state the law, but provides insightful commentary and useful background and context. The authors have succeeded in making a highly technical and difficult field of law, readable and understandable."
Betsie Strydom, Director in the tax practice of Bowman Gilfillan

About the Authors
Lynette Olivier is a Professor of Taxation at the University of Johannesburg, a former tax consultant with Pricewaterhouse-Coopers, and now the CEO of the SARS Service Monitoring Office.

Michael Honiball is an attorney and conveyancer and is the head of International Tax based in the Johannesburg office of Webber Wentzel. He specialises in cross-border taxation and transfer pricing for multinational corporations and for high net wealth individuals. He also specialises in offshore trust taxation and in the application of exchange control regulations.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-31-1
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-31-1
R1188 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 872pp ♦ 2011

Target Market: Tax consultants and planners; accountants and auditors; lawyers; corporate legal advisors; students of tax law.
The Taxation of Trusts in South Africa
Michael Honiball & Lynette Olivier

Outline
This book is the first of its kind in South Africa. It comprehensively covers the South African tax and exchange control provisions which apply to local and foreign trusts. In addition to normal discretionary trusts, the taxation of the following types of trusts is covered:

- business trusts
- charitable trusts
- BEE trusts
- employee share scheme trusts
- offshore trusts
- special trusts
- asset protection
- will trusts.

The following types of taxes are also discussed in a trust context:

- income tax
- CGT
- transfer duty

About the Authors
Lynette Olivier is a Professor of Taxation at the University of Johannesburg, a former tax consultant with Pricewaterhouse-Coopers, and now the CEO of the SARS Service Monitoring Office.

Michael Honiball is an attorney and conveyancer and is the head of International Tax based in the Johannesburg office of Webber Wentzel. He specialises in cross-border taxation and transfer pricing for multinational corporations and for high net wealth individuals. He also specialises in offshore trust taxation and in the application of exchange control regulations.

Book Specifications
R648 (PB) • R792 (HB)
247 x 171mm ♦ 446pp ♦ 2009

Target Market: Tax consultants & planners, investment advisers, personal bankers, trustees, SARS officials, accountants and auditors, lawyers, insurance brokers, corporate legal advisors, students of tax law.
CONSTITUTIONAL

The National Health Act: A Guide
Jonathan Berger, Adila Hassim, Mark Heywood, Brian Honermann, Mieke Krynauw & Umunyana Rugege

Outline
Fully revised and updated, this booklet aims to make the NHA easily available and accessible to the public generally. It is hoped that by putting the text of the NHA into the hands of people in communities and organizations, they can start to mobilise to demand full implementation of their rights under the NHA and under the Constitution. The National Health Act (NHA) is arguably the most important Act passed by Parliament to give effect to the right of everyone to have access to health care services. This right is guaranteed by section 27 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, which places express obligations on the state to progressively realise socio-economic rights, including access to health care.

About the Editors
Jonathan Berger – Member of Johannesburg Bar
Adila Hassim – Member of Johannesburg Bar & Director of Litigation, SECTION27
Mark Heywood – Executive Director, SECTION27
Brian Honermann – Associate, O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law
Mieke Krynauw – Attorney, Bowman Gilfillan
Umunyana Rugege – Attorney, SECTION27

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-67-0
R99 ♦ 150 x 105mm ♦ 152pp ♦ 2012

Target Market: Health officials, human rights activists, lawyers, doctors, nurses, clinics, public health personnel at local, provincial and government level, NGOs, programme implementers, civil servants, students of law, medicine and public health, librarians.
3 Human Rights Acts

Outline
This compilation of three important Acts - those commonly known by their acronyms PAIA, PAJA and PEPUDA – is a handy presentation of some major components of the human rights legislation mandated by the 1996 Constitution.

The Acts as amended (as at January 2006) are reproduced with an explanatory introduction by Professor Iain Currie of the University of the Witwatersrand. Professor Currie is a co-author of important commentaries on two of these three Acts, also published by Siber Ink.

Special Features
- The book is pocket-sized, durably bound and has a laminated cover.
- The Regulations on Fair Administrative Procedures are also included.

Table of Contents
- Introduction by Professor Iain Currie
- Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000
- Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000
- Regulations on Fair Administrative Procedures
- Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000
- Index

Book Specifications
ISBN: 1-920025-10-3
R90 ♦ 150 x 105mm ♦ 212pp ♦ 2006

Target Market: Lawyers, companies, HR officers and company secretaries, local and regional government agencies, especially municipalities, employment practitioners, law students.
The Promotion of Access to Information Act Commentary
Iain Currie & Jonathan Klaaren

Outline
A detailed commentary on South Africa’s freedom of information legislation – The Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 – which is a cornerstone of the legislative framework enabling good governance in the private and public sectors. Deals with public and private sector aspects of the Act, and draws on the jurisprudence interpreting similar legislation in Canada, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and the USA. Explains the procedures for requesting access to information, the grounds for permitting or refusing access, and the enforcement mechanisms available under the Act.

Endorsements
“The Commentary should be on the desk of everyone who has to make use of the Promotion of Access to Information Act in implementing or in claiming the right of access to information.”
Leon Wessels, SA Human Rights Commission

“This book is a thorough explication of the new law and will be of invaluable assistance to the new information officers and private sector officials and lawyers who will have to advise them.”
Professor Halton Cheadle

About the Authors
Iain Currie is a professor of Law at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, where he teaches constitutional law, media law, intellectual property and privacy law.

Jonathan Klaaren is a Professor, and Acting Head of School, at the School of Law, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. He is a former Director of the Mandela Institute.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 0-9584417-3-1
R225 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 283pp ♦ 2002

Target Market: Senior managers (in the public and private sectors) responsible for the good governance of their organisations; the lawyers and consultants who advise them; information officers in the public and private sectors.
The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act: A Commentary
Iain Currie

Outline
This work is a second edition of the work first published as the AJA Benchbook (2002). The PAJA has become the legislative foundation of the general administrative law of South Africa. Though analysis of an administrative-law issue will not end with the Act, it certainly must begin with it, attention to and interpretation of the Act’s provisions. This book therefore aims at providing the Act’s interpreters with guidance on this process of interpretation, rather than to cover South African administrative law comprehensively.

Endorsements
‘...a splendid first (and often sufficient) port of call for the practitioner dealing with judicial review of public power in the era of the Act.
The Advocate

‘...a valuable source to magistrates, judges, administrators and practitioners involved in the administration and implementation of the Act, but it will also be a useful textbook for academics, lecturers and students of Administrative Law.’
Stellenbosch Law Review

“... will be of great practical assistance to lawyers and to senior managers in the public service”
Geoff Budlender, Advocate of the High Court of South Africa

About the Author
Iain Currie is a professor of Law at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, where he teaches constitutional law, media law, intellectual property and privacy law.

Book Specifications
R270 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 234pp ♦ 2007

Target Market: Legal practitioners, Senior managers in the public service, magistrates, Judges, administrators, lecturers and students of Administrative Law.
GENERAL

Bar, Bench & Bullshifters: Cape Tales 1950 - 1990
Gerald Friedman & Jeremy Gauntlett

Outline
This humorous collection of stories from life at the Bar and on the Bench in the Cape takes a look back at four decades, starting at the end of World War Two and finishing with the arrival of democracy in South Africa. These tales and recollections, mostly from Bar members, now in their 80s, show what an extraordinary time it was for lawyers. Also, remarkably, how much is of relevance to lawyers practising today.

The anecdotes and reminiscences of members of the Bar during this period were collected and edited by Mr Justice Gerald Friedman and Jeremy Gauntlett SC.

About the Authors
Gerald Friedman, a graduate of the University of Cape Town, joined the Cape Bar in January 1950. He took silk on 7 April 1970, and was chairman of the Cape Bar Council in 1975 and 1976, also serving as vice-chairman of the General Council of the Bar in 1976. Appointed a judge of the Cape Provincial Division on 1 August 1977, he was elevated to the Appellate Division on 1 October 1990. He returned to the CPD as judge president — with Andrew Beyers and Theo van Wyk one of three Cape AD judges in the period to do so — on 1 February 1992. He served as judge president until 31 October 1998. On his retirement he served on the Courts of Appeal of both Botswana and Lesotho. From 1999 to 2010 he also chaired the Financial Services Appeal Board.

Jeremy Gauntlett SC, Beit Scholar, Stellenbosch, Rhodes Scholar, Oxford, and Harvard Graduate Fellow, commenced practice at the Cape Bar on 3 January 1977, taking silk on 20 February 1989. He served two terms as chairman of the Cape Bar Council (1997–9), and three as chairman of the General Council of the Bar (1999–2002). From 1996 to 2010 he was a judge of the Court of Appeal of Lesotho. In 2012 he was made a Bencher of the Middle Temple.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-69-4
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-70-0
R198 • 245 x 152 mm • 101pp • 2012

Target Market: Lawyers and the general public.
Thinking About Law: Essays for Tony Honoré
Edited by Daniel Visser & Max Loubser

Outline
Tony Honoré is one of the most distinguished South African law academics. His long career – first as a law don at Queen’s College, Oxford then successor to Professor R.W. Lee as last Rhodes Reader in Roman-Dutch law at Oxford – culminated in his appointment to the Regius Chair in Civil Law at All Souls College, Oxford, from which he retired some years ago. His pre-eminence in the fields of Roman law, Roman-Dutch and modern South African law and legal philosophy (his Causation in the Law, with Professor H.L.A. Hart, is still a leading text) is internationally recognised.

His formal retirement by no means signaled an end to his intellectual activity in the areas of law and philosophy, and he marked 60 years as a teacher of law in 2008. The Faculty of Law at Oxford marked this milestone with a colloquium at which a number of eminent lawyers spoke, and the Faculty of Law at the University of Cape Town (at the suggestion of Jeremy Gauntlett, a former student of Professor Honoré; and long-serving member of the University Council) was proud to host a similar event in March 2009. Tony and Deborah Honoré; attended the Cape Town event, as did fifty leading law academics, practitioners, and judges.

The quality and significance of the formal lectures presented at this gathering was such that Professor Danie Visser (Deputy Vice-Chancellor at UCT) and Professor Max Loubser (another former student of Professor Honoré and member of the Faculty of Law at Stellenbosch University) undertook to edit the papers for publication.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-38-0
ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-38-0
R250 ♦ 247 x 152mm ♦ 72pp ♦ 2011

Target Market: Lawyers, Law librarians.
The University of Cape Town Law Faculty: A History 1859 – 2004
Denis Cowen & Daniel Visser

Outline
This history of the University of Cape Town’s Law Faculty covers its first 145 years. Through generations of strong characters and prominent personalities (staff, students and graduates), UCT’s Law Faculty has played an important role in the development and practice of the law in South Africa. This is its story, as told by Denis Cowen and Daniel Visser, whose association with UCT’s Law Faculty spans nearly half the period. Rich in detail, critical-minded and personal, this account will fascinate and give pleasure to everyone interested in UCT, its Law Faculty and in South Africa’s legal system. This history’s publication coincided with UCT’s 175th anniversary and South Africa’s 10th year of constitutional democracy.

About the Authors
Denis Cowen (1917 – 2007) Aply described as a public intellectual, his seminal essays and articles had an important impact on subjects such as constitutional law, interpretation of statutes, jurisprudence, property law and environmental law, amongst others.

Professor Danie Visser is formerly a professor of private law at UCT where is now a Deputy Vice Chancellor. He is chair of the South African chapter of the International Academy of Comparative Law, and a former president of the Southern African Society of Legal Historians. He has also been chair of the specialist committee of the National Research Foundation’s rating panel for law.

Book Specifications
R260  ◆  247 x 171mm  ◆  183pp  ◆  2004

Target Market: UCT law alumni, South African lawyers, libraries.
Bloody Hand!
Ellison Kahn

Outline
The true tale of famous crimes connected with wills.
Real-life crimes, details of the cases, and background facts about the personalities involved (the accused of course, but also the lawyers, including the judges, the defence counsel, and the prosecutors — many of them famous figures in the annals of the law).

Special Features
The trial of Daisy de Melker (South Africa’s most notorious poisoner) who was charged with murdering a couple of her husbands to benefit from their wills and found guilty of murdering her son; George Joseph Smith and the famous “bodies in the bath” murder trial; Dr Harold Frederick Shipman who is believed to have murdered some 230 of his patients over a twenty-five-year period; and the billionaire Howard Hughes (was he murdered, and did he in fact leave a will?); and many other fascinating trials. Professor Kahn’s usual superb use of language, and now in a captivating and entertaining, often racy, style appropriate for this topic. 43 illustrations of some of the personalities featured. Extraordinary individuals all of them. Some the most cold-blooded of killers.

About the Author
The late Professor Ellison Kahn held the degrees of BCom, LLB (University of Witwatersrand) and LLM, LLD (University of Natal). The honorary degree of LLD was conferred on him by the Universities of Cape Town, the Witwatersrand and Natal. The doyen of writers on the law in South Africa, he was the author, co-author or editor of 13 books on the law, and he published many articles in books and legal periodicals in South Africa and abroad. He was associated with the editing of The South African Law Journal, for 50 years (surely a record that is unequalled in the world, and will perhaps remain unequalled), having been associate editor from 1950 to 1958, joint editor from 1959 to 1967, and editor from 1968 to 1999.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 0-9584540-5-1
R150.00 (on-line orders only)
247 x 171mm ♦ 182pp ♦ 2003

Target Market: For the bedside reading pleasure of all, not only lawyers.
SHIPPING

The Associated Ship & SA Admiralty Jurisdiction
Malcolm Wallis

Outline
The Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 was a radical and far-reaching, as well as overdue, modernisation of South African admiralty law. Described as ‘bold, innovative and comprehensive’, it introduced – for the first time anywhere in the world – the provisions enabling an action to be pursued by way of the arrest of an associated ship rather than the ship in respect of which the claim lay. This work, by one of South Africa’s pre-eminent shipping lawyers, analyses the nature of this novel action. That involves a review of how the jurisdiction came about; its nature and impact; the problems to which it gives rise and the making of some modest suggestions concerning the road ahead.

Endorsements
“A tour de force — a work of the very highest order.”
Hilton Staniland - Professor of Maritime Law in the Institute of Maritime Law, University of Southampton

“This is a work of extraordinary academic merit yet it will be indispensable to the scholar and the admiralty practitioner alike.”
John Hare - Professor of Shipping Law, University of Cape Town

About the Author
Malcolm Wallis practised as an advocate for 35 years at the KwaZulu-Natal Bar, the last 23 years as a silk, before his appointment to the bench in 2009. He had a substantial maritime practice and appeared in many leading shipping cases in the Supreme Court of Appeal.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-1-920025-36-6
R1 200 ♦ 247 x 171mm ♦ 395pp ♦ 2010

Target Market: Maritime lawyers.
The following titles are only available as ebooks:

**The VAT Treatment of ‘Imported Services’**

**Mervyn Dendy**

‘Mervyn Dendy has produced a well-reasoned and very useful analysis of one of the most contentious areas of value-added tax law.” *Des Kruger*

R275.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 82pp ♦ 2012

**International Economic Law and African Development**

**Edited by Laurence Boulle, Emmanuel T Laryea & Franziska Sucker**


R280.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 240pp ♦ 2014

**International Economic Law: Voices of Africa**

**Edited by Emmanuel T Laryea, Nokuhle Madolo & Franziska Sucker**

To take Africa from the edge to the centre of the global economy, it is important to engage African voices into policy discussions on the global political economy.

ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-54-0
R99.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 282pp ♦ 2012
Globalisation & Governance
Edited by Laurence Boulle

As countries come to terms with the global financial crisis their citizens become more assertive in many parts of the world. Challenges to conventional wisdom on economic governance are accompanied by the popular rejection of archaic systems of state government.

ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-44-1
R99.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 296pp ♦ 2011

The Company Director’s Handbook
Jayne Mammatt, David du Plessis & Geoff Everingham

The Company Director’s Handbook is a practical guide to company director’s duties and responsibilities in South Africa.

ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-29-8
R280.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 296pp ♦ 2013

A Delicate Balance
Edited by Jonathan Klaaren

Proceedings of the symposium to mark the retirement of Arthur Chaskalson, former Chief Justice of the Republic of South Africa.

ISBN ebook: 978-1-920025-83-0
R160.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 162pp ♦ 2006
Sibergramme Yearbook 2010
RC Williams

The 2010 compendium of Siber Ink's popular corporate law Sibergramme series, including the full text of all cases covered.

R750.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 512pp ♦ 2010

Sibergramme Yearbook 2011
RC Williams

The 2011 compendium of Siber Ink's popular corporate law Sibergramme series, including the full text of all cases covered.

R750.00 ♦ PDF ♦ 352pp ♦ 2011
Sibergrammes are subscription-based emailed updates in the following fields:
Labour Law ♦ Corporate Law, Partnerships and Trusts ♦ SILCS ♦ Environmental Law ♦ Competition Law – delivered straight to your desk.

**Labour Law Sibergramme**

**Labour law** has a profound and daily impact on thousands of employers and employees. Errors are common and expensive, and there is a great need for regularly updated information pertaining to the latest interpretations given by the CCMA, courts and arbitrators. John Grogan's sharp and incisive analysis of new labour cases is the quickest and most reliable means of finding out what is important in this rapidly developing field of law. No labour lawyer or HR department can afford to be without this source. Written by a leading practitioner in the field, it is published approximately 22 times per annum.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single user</td>
<td>R 2 400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 800.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 632.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 320.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5+ users further discounts offered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**About the Author**

Dr John Grogan has been a journalist, academic (he is a former professor of labour law at Rhodes University), labour consultant, advocate, arbitrator and acting Judge of the Labour & High Courts. He is a prolific author, and his informed analysis of new labour cases is increasingly sought after.

**SILCS (Siber Ink’s Labour law Case Summaries)**

Judgments of the Labour Court and Labour Appeal Court are all expertly summarised weekly in this e-mailed publication, a must-have for all labour lawyers. Flynotes and summaries allow for quick assessment of the applicability of new cases. Only SILCS allows subscribers to remain entirely up to date with the very latest in labour jurisprudence. Summarised by a highly experienced lawyer and editor, there are approximately 40 issues per annum.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single user</td>
<td>R 3 850.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 users, per user</td>
<td>R 2 887.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 users, per user</td>
<td>R 2 618.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 users, per user</td>
<td>R 2 117.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5+ users further discounts offered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About the Author
Owen Barrow has a BA LLB from the University of Cape Town and is an admitted attorney. Owen was for many years an editor of the *South African Law Reports* published by Juta& Co Ltd and later became the publisher of Juta’s law reports publications, including the *Industrial Law Journal* and *Labour Law Digest*. After leaving Juta in 2000, Owen returned to practise as an attorney until 2009. He is currently a freelance editorial consultant.

Environmental Law Sibergramme
Environmental law has no single source: Legislation affecting the Environment is scattered around every conceivable Act of Parliament and of the Provinces. The wide range of its sources and application make keeping up with the changes in policy, legislation and decisions a difficult task, while failure to comply with the law has potentially far-reaching consequences, both financially and ecologically. This Sibergramme is published approximately 8 times per annum.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single user</td>
<td>R 1 990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 492.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 353.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 users, per user</td>
<td>R 1 094.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5+ users further discounts offered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About the Author
Michael Kidd B Com LLB LLM PhD (Natal) is a Professor of Law with a principal research interest in environmental law. His particular focus is on pollution control, environmental justice and the use of criminal sanctions in the enforcement of environmental law. He has authored a number of books or contributions to books and journal articles.

Corporate Law, Partnerships and Trusts Sibergramme
*Corporate Law, Partnerships and Trusts Sibergramme* is published approximately 6 – 8 times per annum and will keep you informed of developments in the law by commenting on:
- Court cases (Constitutional, Supreme Court of Appeal, and High Court) — surveyed or commented on, within weeks (sometimes days) of the judgment date.
• Literature (journal articles, textbooks, web sites etc) — where considered helpful to law practitioners and corporate legal advisors.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single user</strong></td>
<td>R 3 850.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 users, per user</strong></td>
<td>R 2 887.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 users, per user</strong></td>
<td>R 2 618.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 users, per user</strong></td>
<td>R 2 117.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&gt; 5+ users further discounts offered</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**About the Author**
Darren Subramanien graduated from the University of KwaZulu Natal with an LLB and a Master’s degree in Labour Law and is an Advocate of the High Court of South Africa. He is currently a lecturer at the Faculty of Law at UKZN and a member of the Anti Human Trafficking task team based in KwaZulu Natal. Darren is completing a Phd in the area of corporate law and has published a number of articles in academic accredited journals.
JOURNALS

Business Tax and Company Law Quarterly
Edited by Milton Seligson, Des Kruger & Michael Rudnicki

Outline
A quarterly journal that provides invaluable, practical and highly accessible opinions on relevant issues pertaining to tax in the business environment and to company law, particularly as it impacts the conduct of business in SA. The journal is edited by three of South Africa’s leading tax and corporate consultants.

About the Editors
Milton Seligson SC BA LLB (UCT), LLM (Harvard) Member, Cape Bar Advocate Seligson is one of the most senior silks practising in South Africa. He is a member of the Cape Bar and is involved mainly in the areas of tax and corporate law.

Des Kruger BCom LL B (KZN), H Dip Tax (Wits), International Tax Program, LLM (Harvard)
Des is a Contract Specialist with the South African Revenue Service (SARS) and has over 30 years of specialized taxation experience both in the private and public sectors.

Michael Rudnicki BCom (Rhodes), Hons BCompt (UNISA), BCom (Hons) (Taxation) (UCT), MComm (UJ), CA (SA)
Michael is a Partner at KPMG in Corporate Tax in Johannesburg and also heads the Tax and Legal Private Equity, M&A and Financial Services Groups.

Specifications
ISSN 2219-1585 ♦ 247 x 171 mm
Annual Subscription: R1500.00
Back Issues from previous years: R200 per issue

Target Market: Tax and corporate consultants, financial planners, accountants and attorneys.
Tiber Tree Press
An imprint of Siber Ink
The biography of Sheena Duncan is an account of the life of a notable woman, one which reveals the extent of her influence in the quest for justice and peace in South Africa. Its range and depth depict Sheena Duncan's work over four decades in the church, including the South African Council of Churches, and in civil society organisations such as the Black Sash. Her public life is balanced by her personal story as daughter, wife, mother and friend. Her respect and compassion for others, her faith, her intelligence and her honesty and integrity underpin her opposition to the cruelty of the pass laws and other unjust measures. The book explores her insights into complex issues of rights to land, of militarisation and pacifism, and of devising ways to end violent conflicts – all still of relevance to our society today.

Through her own words and the words of others, through vivid memories and stark facts, Sheena emerges as a complex, multidimensional woman – loving, gentle, down-to-earth, flawed, talented, intelligent, strategic, angry, forceful, articulate, hard-working – a product of her ancestry, yet visionary and capable of personal transformation.

‘This is a story that reaches across the period of some of the worst brutality, the most gracious transitions, the greatest achievements and the saddest failures that South Africa has ever known. I hope you find as much inspiration in reading Sheena’s story as I did in knowing her.’

Desmond Tutu

About the Author

Annemarie Hendrikz shared a close association with Sheena for many years as a Black Sash member and rural fieldworker, including inheriting from Sheena the role of National Coordinator of the Black Sash advice offices.

Book Specifications

ISBN: 978-0-9946505-1-1
ISBN ebook: 978-0-9946505-2-8
ISBN epub: 978-0-9946505-3-5
R295.00  ♦ 245 x 168mm  ♦ 270pp
Publication Date: May 2015
To the Islands: A Creative Writing Workbook
Anne Schuster & Erica Coetzee

Outline
Based on a course designed by acclaimed writing facilitator Anne Schuster, To the Islands is a practical and invaluable sourcebook for individuals, for writing groups and for facilitators of creative learning processes.

There are many approaches to 'learning' creative writing. The approach that underpins this workbook is inspired by practice. It is founded on the idea that what writers need most is to write. Writers find their feet by writing. They tune their voices by writing. To write frequently and with abandon allows you to explore the palettes and scenery of your creative universe. It is through writing that you discover your own islands.

Using poetry and prose, the 25 excursions in this workbook will encourage you to experiment and cultivate a writing habit, even if you only have half an hour a day to spare, while the writing tips and quotes from teachers and authors will keep you focused and inspired.

About the Authors
Anne Schuster holds an MPhil degree in Language and Literature Education from UCT. She has been facilitating creative writing workshops since 1999 when she started Women’s Writing Workshops, which has grown into a vibrant community of women writers, many of whom are now published authors.

Erica Coetzee holds an MA in Philosophy from Stellenbosch University. She has worked with many local and international non-governmental organisations, specialising in the development of learning materials. Erica has participated in several creative writing workshops and retreats run by Anne Schuster.

Book Specifications
ISBN ebook: 978-0-9946505-0-4
R240 ♦ 210x210mm ♦ 168pp ♦ 2014
Dance with Suitcase: A Memoir Resting on Movement
Dawn Garisch

Outline
In Dance with Suitcase, award winning author and poet, Dawn Garisch courageously exposes the narratives that have shaped her as she moves through her life — escape and barricade, stillness and whirlwind, grief and exuberance.

The book proposes that spontaneous dance is a medium of both self discovery and self-recovery, bringing playful and surprising elements into awareness.

About the Author
Dawn Garisch has had five novels, a collection of poetry and a memoir/popular science work published. Her short stories and poetry have been published in anthologies, journals and magazines. She has had a short play and short film produced, and has written for television and newspapers.

She is interested in interdisciplinary work in all art forms and runs memoir writing and creative method courses. She is a practising medical doctor and lives in Cape Town.

Endorsement
“Dawn Garisch has crafted an incisive and original memoir. It uses dance and movement as metaphors of life, of self-expression, of becoming. The narrative sustains an elegant balance between biography and discourse as the writer shares her remarkable life with readers in a way that is personal, vulnerable, yet deeply objective.”

Ken Barris, author

“There is an urgency in the writing - each chapter a pulse stitching a life lived physically. This book honours the memories stored in the skin, the muscle and the bone - fleshy, faulty and fully human.”

Nicky Visser, dance animateur

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-0-9921922-6-6
ISBN ebook: 978-0-9921922-7-3
R180 ♦ 154x235mm ♦ 136pp ♦ 2013
Ferdinand Nauhaus, all of whom left Germany in the nineteenth century for mission services in Southern Africa. Much of the detail has never before been published, including the importance of the role of Carl August Ferdinand Nauhaus as a Volksraad member during the founding years of the Orange Free State. As such, this book is of much wider importance than simply being a family history of relevance only to Nauhaus descendants.

About the Authors
Frieda Honiball is a retired schoolteacher and bookkeeper, and lives in George, Western Cape.

Michael Honiball, Frieda’s son, is an attorney and a professor of taxation, and lives in Johannesburg.

Book Specifications
ISBN: 978-0-9921922-3-5
ISBN ebook: 978-0-9921922-4-2
R150 ♦ 248x171mm ♦ 94pp ♦ 2013

Outline
It is not often that genealogical details make for easy reading. In this book, the authors present more than 500 years of their family history in an interesting, informative, yet easily readable manner. This family history is set out in the context of the origins of Protestantism, of the Moravian Missionary Movement, and of the activities of the Berlin Missionary Society in Southern Africa. Also included are the biographies of the Moravian missionary Carl Friedrich Nauhaus and his three nephews, the Berlin missionaries Carl Theodor Nauhaus, Friedrich Wilhelm Nauhaus and Carl August
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Human Rights Acts</td>
<td>Klaaren (ed)</td>
<td>1-920025-10-3</td>
<td>R90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Delicate Balance (ebook only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-920025-12-X</td>
<td>R99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Simple Guide to South African Family Law</td>
<td>Monareng</td>
<td>978-1-920025-26-7</td>
<td>R120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar, Bench &amp; Bullshifters</td>
<td>Friedman &amp; Gauntlett</td>
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